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offshoot. Without going away from borne for any horrible ex
ample, 1 mav illustrate whal I mean by pointing out that about 
orty years ago the University of Illinois offered curricula in 

mechanical engineering, civil engineering, mining engine ring, 
and architecture. It now announces fifteen four-year curricula 
in engineering. The College of Commerce, which existed only 
in name some forty years ago, offers, I believe, thirteen different 
four-year curricula. Similar illustrations might be given of tie 
increase in the number of four-year programs of study offer I in 
very university. These are not all new so far as their names 

are concerned. The University of Illinois and others had their 
chools of commerce, domestic science, chemistry, journalism, and 

their departments of agricultural engineering, agricultural archi
tecture, rura l economy (now called agricultural economics), rural 
law, and so forth, certainly as long as forty years ago. Although 
ome of the old names have been revived they generally imply 

a very different thing from what they implied in the earlier years 
of which I am speaking. 

The multiplication of curricula is paralleled with multiplication 
of departments.. 

We were content once, and our contentment was then education
ally justifiable, with a department that had oversight of political 
science, of physical science, and so forth. Now we seem hardly 
respectable unless we have a department of political science, 
with possibly a separate department of public adminis trat ion; a 
department of economics, with perhaps a department of agricul
tural economics; a department of sociology, and perhaps a de-
j rtment of finance; to say nothing of the economics of business 
organization and procedure, accountancy, business law, etc. We 

must provide "Business" English and "German" for Engineers, We 
inn-! mark out separate programs for the prospective electrical 

Dgin( r, mechanical engineer, and other kinds of engineers; for 
the agricultural journalist and for his metropolitan kin. We no 
long r, in a gei •, train chemists. We train industrial chemists, 
ph; iological chemists, and other varieties. The time was, when 
one program, Or tWO, Or three, Sufficed; when one department cov-
red tie whole scientific field implied by its name. Is'ow, we have 

• ub M-rles and va r ie t i es . 

In short, the field of education, as represented by th programs 
-f study of the universities and colleges, has not only become 

g, itly i nded, by the addition of new subjects and the splitting 
, , j , of old OneiJ but al - ban become more 'inple\ hrcai of th 
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application, or attempt I application, of some of th< branch*-
of knowledge to new fields of activity. For example, the applica
tion of chemistry, physics, and physiology to the field of agri
culture, and the more recent application of economics to the 
same field, will illustrate what ] mean by 'growing compl .' 
It is a complexity due both to additions and to differei .on. 
Yesterday, we had the field of natural philosophy. 'Now we have 
ph ics, and electricity, and zoology, and physiology, and a larg 
number of other new subjects which were once part of the larg< 
field in discussion, in education, as well as in fact. 

S O M E C A U S E S O F T H I S C O N D I T I O N 

One can hardly reach entirely sound conclusions concerning 
the direction of the drift of our educational policy or of the 
changes in its character so far as they have been caused by, or 
are reflected in, the changes which I have briefly described, 
without considering somewhat the causes of which the present 
condition is the consequence. 

A good deal of the so-called expansion of our educational pro
gram is due to the pressure of special interests or of people spec
ially interested in certain subjects. This cause I need not dwell 
on. I t is obvious and familiar. For example, it is from thi 
cause that we have the tremendous movement for vocational edu
cation. To this cause, in large measure, is due the existence of 
our colleges of agriculture, and engineering, and commerce, and 
a large number of the varied curricula or programs of study in 
these and other divisions of our universities. 

A second cause of the situation which I am discussing, although 
a minor one, is what I may perhaps, call pressure from the inside. 
Faculties, or individual members of faculties, representative f 
departments of study who have been sp< [ally inter ted in Bub-
divisions, have in some cases pushed their special interests into 

•parately organized departments. The self-interest of the fac
ulty member or members is here the moving force. It has not 
always been an enlightened self-interest in that it has sometimes 
Seemed to spr ing from a desire of the individual for his personal 
adv merit. T h e r e has be< n here some piny of senatoi \\ cour-
t >y and faculty polit ics in, I presume, all of OUr ins t i tu t ions , 

without full regard to the general welfare. For faculties some
times ioi'wt thai univi utiei exist and are supported primarily 
in the int< I of the .students to ho Incated. Thev a re not 
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created primarily to give positions <<> u who compose the faculty 
or to open up opportunities for careers for speciali 

Another cause of the differentiation of the field of study i 
found I believe, in some of the psychological theori( that ha 
become temporarily popular in the past twenty yeai I think 
we were at one time told, for example, thai there is no such 
thin* as general talent; that all talent is special and that, 

& * * " » 

therefore, different individuals must get their education 
by study of subjects in special fields to which they 
are adapted. We have been told that it is foolish TO think 
of getting mental training by what have been described as the 
mental gymnastics of studying mathematics, the lan.au -, and 
sundry other subjects that do not have some obvious utility or ref
erence to specific callings, or specific adaptation to the character 
and purposes of the particular student. I think, although I am 
not sure, that this educational theory rests on what is called the 
doctrine of interest and liberty. I suppose that on the same reason
ing it is foolish to expect to keep in good physical condition by 
setting-up exercises, that we must resort to games adapted to differ
ent individuals for this purpose. The psychologists, of course, are 
not altogether to blame either for the extreme statement of )me 
of their doctrines or the foolish application of some of them. But 
in spite of all that has been said, it seems to me that the evident 
is heavily on the side of belief in both general talent and general 
mental training as being possible on the side of so-called non-utili
tarian subjects. We may call this mental gymnastics, but does not 
the very use of the term gymnastics indicate that even the doubt
ers may have a lingering suspicion that such gymnastic- may be 
useful in mental development? However, the influence of the 

other view has been in the direction of subdividing our educational 
field into experimental plots. 

A similar influence has been exercised by the educational theorists 
of whom our much loved and dist inguished professor J o h n IVwev 
is undoubtedly the leader. Their influence has been in the direc
tion of discarding standards in favor of hypothetical ideals; one 
of the principal 0f which is that the growing ohild has an innate 
will to service and will develop best In complete freedom. 1 can 
nof help agreeing with Professor Irving Uahbitl on this matter 
when he says, "If we look, however, on this form o( spontaneity 
ana romantic myth, we shall be forced to conclude that we have 
1 m permitting Professor Dewey and hi kind to have an in-

http://lan.au
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fluenoe on our education thai amounts in the aggregate to a rial 
ional calamity; thai with progress of ideals of this kind our 
higher education in particular is, from the point of view of a 
genuinely liberal training, in danger of becoming a vast whir of 
machinery in the void; finally, that, in the interest of our ex
periment in free institutions, we need educational leaders who will 
have less to say of service and more to say of culture and civiliza
tion, and who will so use these words as to show that they have 
ome inkling of their true meaning." 

The theories of "interest" and "liberty" of choice of studies, 
like many other educational generalizations, sound and read well. 
As long ago as 1876, one could read in the catalog of what is now 
the University of Illinois, these statements: 

The University was designed not for children, but young men and 
women, who may claim to know something of their wants, powers, 
and tastes. It is not useful to require every student, without regard 
to his capacity or practical wants, to take entire some lengthened 
•course of study.' Liberty everywhere has its risks and responsibilities, 
as well as its benefits—in school as well as in society; but it is yet to 
be proved that compulsory scholarship is necessarily better, riper, 
and more certain than that which is free and self-inspired. Each student 
is exhorted to weigh carefully his own powers and needs, to counsel 
freely with his teacher, to choose with serious and independent con
sideration the branches which he may need to fit him for his chosen 
career, and then to pursue them with earnestness and perseverance, 
without faltering or fickleness. 

Th i s is a fine doctr ine and if un ivers i ty s tudents were as ma
tu re as the wr i t e r—and the rest of us, for tha t m a t t e r — a t one tim 
eemed to th ink , more could be said for i t . Bu t we know now 

tha t ent i re freedom of choice is disastrous and there is reason to 
th ink that even the freedom of choice in existence today in most 

t 

f our ins t i tu t ions is not, to say the least, br inging about the re
sults that were once hoped for. T h a t (he Universi ty au thor i t ies 
had >me lingering doubts about the fullness of the wisdom of 
the statement quoted above is shown by (he fact that far ther on 
in the ame page we arc told thai the faculty have carefully ai 
ranged Several COUr s of Studies which arc expected to be followed 
by tie who have no special reason for diverging from them, 

We mus1 ascribe sonic influence in promot ing ibis educat ional 
« .pansion and differentiation to tho intense desire for what 
is Called special izat ion, enthusiasm for which was aroused origi-

My by the rich r68Ult8 of intensive study of some par t i cu la r 
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fields, particularly in the natural sciences, A movement s u d as 
this towards specialization is always overdone. 

Some of the splitting up, if I may call it SO, has be*n dojne 
deliberately as a result of well considered judgment that it is 
either educationally or scientifically needful or desirable. 

Still again, new subjects have conn? into the purview of our 
educational bodies and have naturally become fields of separate 
study. From these have arisen departments and subdivisions of 
departments that, in many cases, are entirely justifiable. 

Very likely other influences have contributed to the situation, 
but it is not necessary to treat the subject exhaustively, for our 
main interest lies in the situation itself. 

ADDITIONAL CAUSE OF DIFFERENTIATION OF CURBIOULUM 

A consideration of some of the so-called specialized fields of 
study leads one to wonder where educational wisdom and ad
ministrative restraint were when these subjects were permitted 
to enter the curriculum. There would appear to be some ground 
for believing that the desire to prevent a falling off in registra
tion was an influential reason for some new courses. For ex
ample, we have had colleges of agriculture which for a generation 
or more have been studying real agriculture, although in recent 
years the number of students taking such work has been falling 
off. But that must not be permitted, so we will put into our 
colleges of agriculture some subjects with the word agriculture 
in their names so that enrollment in them will add to our Dumber 
Accordingly we have agricultural economics, rural sociology 
(whatever that may be), agricultural engineering, and possibly 
in time we may have agricultural athletics, agricultural psychology, 
and so on. Now the appropriateness of studying problem.- that 
have specific application to agriculture or to industry or to trad 
is obvious enough. Is it not possible, however, thai a mistake 
has been made in separating these small portions from their 
general fields? This educational movement appears to me to bo 
a part of that general class movement which has manifested il 
self i n Various ways in our coun t ry and el where in tho past 
generation. The universities, by permitting those sp ial de
partmental subdivisions have fostered (he movement towards da 
Consciousness. Of course I use the r i cu l tu ra l subject merely 

as an illustration. I might have used anj on< of so\ ral othci 
Again, certain fields have been pushed into the t o n - >und o( 

public at tention, the Niilmliinf iality of which is an open qu< lion 
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in the minds of some thoughtful people. Consider, for example, 
the field of education. We all have our colleges or Schools of 
duration. We once thought that our colleges and universities 

were themselves colleges and schools of education. When one 
reads the literature of this field he is tempted, as lie is when he 
reads some of the literature of what is called sociology and psy
chology, to wonder whether after all the so-called field of study 
did not emerge into public attention simply becau - devot< 3 
invented a terminology and then thought they had a science. I 
have wondered sometimes whether a belief that this process cor-
r tlv (i -eribes the situation is not the real explanation of the atti
tude of passive r< [stance towards the introduction of these subjects 
which lias been shown by members of other departments in the 
ducational field. Certain it is that some of the so-called scien

tific material put forth in the name of professional education and 
ociology and psychology is wonderful stuff. As one writer re

marks somewhere, my sociological friend tells me that "it is a 
phenomenon peculiar to urban life, that the social strata are 
more or less clearly defined geographically;" which, put into a 
plain man's English, means that people of different degrees of 
wealth live in different parts of the city. This is not a wonderful 
di overy but the phraseology used gives a wonderful dignity. 

The educational r ults of the trend in undergraduate educa
tion to which I have called your attention are of importance to 
tli ublic and to us who are responsible in a measure for edu
cational (ministration. Critics of the pr< sent situation all *e 
that the following are some of the evils: 

(1) Superficiality in our education. 
(2) Failure; to turn out graduates with the ability to beconn 

leaders in matters of public policy. 
( 9 ) dun- to turn out g r a d u a t e s who can grasp problems 

a whole even in their own professions. 

( 4 ) A change in the essential aim of our educat ional policy. 

( 5 ) The absence from our faculties of men with ei ther the 
knowledge or ability to correlate their particular sub-

j . t8 of in ! ruction with collateral and allied subject 

((>) ! l i lure to give Htudeiitfi a hroad view of their Well* of 

udy. 
(7) Conflict! Of nut] Tity in instruction which an -onfusing 

t t h e Hi u d e i i l . 
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Critics of the situation insist thai we are turning out superfic
ially educated men and women, and thai the cause is in part 
that there are too many subjects and too much subdivision of 
subjects in our curriculum. But it seems to me that this criti
cism is too general and does not rest upon a careful anal -J of 
the situation. For a large number of so-called new subj< 3 have 
come into our program of study because new classes of people 
were calling for higher education in tbose new lines. The fact 
that the fields are new is not proof that study of them is superficial; 
nor is the subdivision of the fields of study of itself proof of super
ficiality, so far as these fields of study are for the purpos of pre
paring for special callings, and have an educational substance 
sufficient to train for these special callings. In short, the mere 
number of subjects of study and the mere subdivision of many of 
them into smaller fields of study do not for themselves prove 
superficiality. 

Some think, however, that the gravest criticism of our present 
educational policy and procedure in undergraduate instruction 
is that it is not producing the so-called all-round educated man. 
who may be looked to as a leader of public opinion and polic; 
on the general matters of society's life. Pi —or I rv ing Bab
bitt remarks: "The old education was, in intention at least, a 
training for wisdom and character. The new education has b m 
summed up by President Eliot in the phrafi : t raining for service 
and power. . . . The older education was based on the be
lief that men n 1 to be disciplin I to some ethical i litre." In 

consequence, it is held, we are getting graduates who are < ient 
as engineers, as agriculturalists, as business men: but tYw wh. 
have fl quired wisdom, balanced judgment, and tempered self-
control as a result of their university education. More than that. 

>me declare, our present educational policy has not a el rela
tion to the i sent in 1 character of our American i litical ci< v. 
The Aristotelian test of th. ^.undne of in educational s> m in 
any country, *e are told, is that it must be "in intimate cor s 
pondena with our form of government." Ours fails tnewhat 
Jn that t« t in -pile of our calls for education in ti diip. It 
fa,,s becau or t i pi [en1 notion of what oonstitut< duon-

n foreitizennhip is <pmintance with the mi hnnisni ivorn-
ment rather than knowledge and \o\ of tin- < ntial eh r« r 
! ' m l of the nation. Wo fail to mal w \» the tudotil • 

knowled of whaf in Pi or Stuart Sherman' phra* 
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is the "genius of America." We fail, therefore, to instill into 
the hearts of our students a passionate affection for that spirit of 
America. 

But the critics who charge our modern university system with 
failing to give the education necessary to produce the kind of 
leaders needed in a democratic republic, are mistaken, in my 
judgment, in alleging the enlargement of our educational pro
gram as the cause of that alleged result. As I have remarked al
ready, most of these new subjects have been introduced as a 
result of discoveries of new knowledge and because there were 
great classes of people seeking an education whose aim is effic
iency rather than leadership-

Some defenders of the new situation meet the criticism by 
declaring that we do not want leaders, that every educated man 
may easily be a leader in matters of public policy. We are told 
that to try to educate such a group is to create an aristocracy of 
intellect. I can not, myself, agree with this view. In a demo
cratic republic it is impossible to make every individual member 
intelligent on all matters of public policy and sober minded 
enough about them to prevent mass action on the basis of emo
tion and prejudice. That this is true we have plenty of evidence 
today. A political society like ours will always need men like 
Washington and Lincoln who dare to oppose the public passion 
of the moment and depend upon the sober second thought of the 
people. Such leaders of public opinion have standards to which, 
with humility, they try to attain. They are men who can antici
pate and wait for the sober judgment of the people and take 
the momentary consequences of popular illwill. We need leaders 
of that kind in every field of our societary activity. We need them 
especially on great matters of public policy. JSTow it is true that 
men educated for efficiency, as in our engineering, and agricul
tural, and business courses are not likely to be trained to leader
ship of this kind by their courses of study. That is not the pur-
pi of those courses of study. We may occasionally get a great 

1< der in the field of general public policy from the groups thus edu
cated, hut ordinarily we must not expeet that. It is fooHshneS 
for h to look to Mr. Henry Ford for ex perl advice On ouv mone
tary poli' because ho has shown groat genius in a certain manu
facturing industry; or to expect wise advice from Mr. Edison 
on education hecau.se he has shown genius in electrical research, 
YVt then- is too much of that sort of thing in onr American life, 
U hi,, by univer ity men on greal questions of public policy 

http://hecau.se
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is likely to lie in the main with men with what we c I an all-
round education in the more or I< s old fashioned sense. 

That we are not providing such an education, suitable to 
train for leadership in the sense that I have d jcrfbed, is no 
due, however, to the introduction or the expansion of our varied 
program of vocational, professional, and semi-professional fields 
of study. Our colleges and courses of liberal arts still e:-:i 
If they are functioning towards the old ideal of colleges of lib
eral arts, there would appear to be no good reason why they 
should not turn out now a product as well qualified for leadership 
as they did in other days simply because along side of them have 
grown up many courses of study with a different aim and ap
pealing to great classes of people. 

What then is a po—ible explanation of the alleged failure to 
turn out men and women educated in the old way ( ^ lay it 
not be found in the fact that the protagonists of the study of the 
humanities have changed their educational aim and methods to 
conform to those of curricula established for other purposes than 
theirs. Perhaps with a feeling that it was necessary to com
pete with these newer subjects, have not they too made efficiency 
and service their aim and standard instead of wisdom, character, 
and leadership ? They have followed the prof( >rs of the new 
fields of study in splitting up their subjects and promoting spe
cialization and training for mere thoroughnc in subdivisions of 
their fields. One incidental, if not the main result, has been that 
in the humanities we are now training for teaching and r arch 
instead of educating in an all-round way. I n other words, w 
have injected the professional or efficiency spirit and aim into 
these subject too exclusively for purpo - of general education. 

To make my meaning clear I would remind you that the sub
jects of study in the colleges of lil ral arts have been subdivided 
minutely. Too frequently we do not have a course in history for 
freshmen; we have cours 1 in English history and American his
tory, or worse than that, the "Stuart period" the Pre-Kevolution
ary period, Tin Period from the Adoption of the Constitution to 
the Civil War, tin Period from the I ivil War to the World War 
and so forth. AW do not any longer havo a course in political 
scienc ; \ hav courses in American National (lovernment) tat 
and Lex I (;< eminent, G rnment in [llinoi or Wisconsin. (\>n-
titUtional Asp< * of Social and Industrial Problems, State Ad 

miniftn ion, and HO forth. Even in the lin< of language and lit 
attire We OOl infrequent!, find instead of the general C0U1 \\ 
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literature 8 list of very special courses such as, The Poetry of 
Milton, Contemporary European Drama, English Literature from 
1688 to 1789, and so forth. 

Now economics, plus political science, plus sociology does not 
equal the science of society; nor does one who has taken college 
courses in the three fields become thereby capable of sound judg
ment on matters of public policy, political, economic, or general. 
Physiology, plus anatomy, plus pathology, and so forth, does 
not give us the science of medicine; nor is one who has taken 
courses in all the fields necessarily a physician or imbued "with 
sufficient knowledge and judgment to practice general medicine. 
The determination of a sound policy for society or of a sound pol
icy for the treatment of disease, requires sound judgment of the 
relationships of the various fields of knowledge involved. There 
is an integration of the various fields which is necessary to this 
sound judgment. I t is a ease in which the whole is greater than 
the sum of it- parts , the divisions requiring the qualitative and 
quantitative modifications due to necessary correlation. I t is 
training in the ability to make this integration which, it seems 
to me, is lacking in the educational methods or practice of those 
who teach the humanit ies in the hope that they will turn out gen
erally educated men and women of sound judgment. I t is this 
failure which has resulted, in medicine, in the loss to the profes-

ion of the so-called general practit ioner. I t may be that in med
ical practice this loss is inevitable. But it can not be that we 
can put up with the 1 ss of a group of men in our society who 
have a general all-round view of social policies so that we can rely 
on them J r advice in mat ters of public important . Our 
eoll< of liberal art and sciences have become training houses 
for sp< ial 3 in teaching and n arch in the different depart-
n . But should they not, in the public interest, restore their 
traditional role, however imperfectly they fulfilled it, of turning 

the all-round, generally educated, citizen? 
M ti and WODien educated in a program 01 Studies whose aim is 

- are capable of giving valuable advice as to procedure 
in m f public policy after the policy has been established. 
Tie are not ordinarily good advisers in determining what is a 
wi die Their horizon is t<>n limited. Illustrations in n cut 

ablic lifV in America li<- I ely to hand. Our svstem of taxation 
<, p | in the late • [f \\ a :, in con derabh m isure, ha sod On the 

ad of -o railed Specialists in finaie I arued in economic 

inciphtf th knew little about practical politic sou-
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ditions which would limit the application of the e momic princi
ples, or the probable practical effects of prop< als which had an 
economic justification only. Wo get a very different tax policy, 
and perhaps a different tax administration, according b the I I 
system which is embodied in law is based upon the economic theoi 
of taxation alone, or the so-called sociological theori or tie 
facile administration theory. A system of taxation tin tically 
pefect from the point of view of raising the largest revenue may 
fit the temper of one nation and raise a rebellion in another. The 
theorist in this field is constantly forgetting Macaulay^s (or wa 
it Macaulay?) remark about the loss of the American Coloni a by 
Great Britain. Our Indian subjects submit without protest, he 
said in substance, to the imposition of taxes on various n asities 
of life. We imposed a tax on tea—a tax so light as scarcely to 
be felt—on the fierce breed of the old Pur i tans and we lost ai 
empire. 

A similar conflict of procedure and policy and therefore lac! 
of great leadership, is seen in recent educational movements 
From the point of view of the interests of education alon . there 
are few of us who would find objection to most of the propositions 
for federal aid that have recently been put before the country 
There are some of us who think that some of the methods pi p< 1 
are subversive of the fundamental political principles on which 
our government rests. Shall we sacrifice the latter for the former 

TTe cannot expect wise advice on any large mat! r of publi 
policy from one who looks at it merely from the class p 
view, or the financial point of view, or the humanitarian ] hit 
of view. Sound advice can come only from those who • educa
tion and experience enable them to realize the consequences ( 
action based upon each single line of influence, to judge i the 
relative importance of tin results of each single line o( influence, 
and to BUgg it an adjustment that will harmoni tic V: 
results in a way to give tbe largest promise. That is siati :i-
lnp. It is statesmanship thai is so jrreath lacking in the bad-

ers 01 American public opinion today, Here, it E ms to me. 1 
a place for reform in our coll. es of arts and scionc, . Th< \ 
need o, Integrate again the subjects that constitute the field of tin 
humanities; to give, from this ml rated roup, that harmoni 

ucation that will furnish tbe u,r. irV knowUnlj . and th 
or mnd judgment, of the man of gonera] oducation. 

It is not within the purp <• of m\ pp< om >l >n to in 
' l m i into .'ill (In- causea of the chang in our i In itional aim in 
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the teaching of humanistic studio. Bui there U one not yet 
mentioned which 1 think worth a m o m e n t attention. I- i te in
fluence of G rman training in some subjects on American tudei i. 
-ft? owe a great deal to tie i lerman universitie for what they did 
for American students of two generations a >. It wi i'v these 
university through tie students, that we got the impul ward 
research and the development of higher education. However I 
havealwaysi It that their influence in th< fieldofthe nee of >-
ciety ogy—w more harmful 
than beneficial. American students studied th • subjects in Ger
many and came back to teach what they had 1 irned without realiz
ing that what they had learned in the German universities rested 
upon a fundamental political philosophy entirely different from, 
and not applicable to, a people and a government like our own. 
They had the German point of view of the relation of the state 
to the individual even if they did not realize this. The German 
svstem of education met the Aristotelian test of intimate corres-
pondenee with their form of government. But our form of gov-

•mn 
not have intimate correspondence with it. One result has been 
attempts to introduce into various fields of American life public 
policies based on the German theories. This, in my opinion, 
is one of the principal cans of the confusion as to what is pro
per public policy on many questions before the American people 
today. We need leaders of public influenc who will use their 
influence to pi rve a ui'v(\ al constitutional democracy." We 
cannot get them from teachers whose political, economic, and so
cial th are founded on a philosophy that has no "intimate 
correspon ince" with a federal and constitutional democracy. 

The] are certain result of less importance that flow from the 
condition of our univei Lty educati nal programs in the colleges 
f liberal arl . The piecemeal presentation of the subjects 

fails to giv( Indents any broad view of their held. It makes more 
likely, conflictin authoritative statements in the classroom which 
ar confusing to studem and leaves them to question, either the 
judgment, or knowledge, or accuracy of statement, oi their in-
s tow who differ with one another. Finally, I believe i1 ia 
a considerable cause of the aWnoe i->'""> our faculties ol men 
who bav< ither the knowl< Ige or the ability to correlate their 
particulai ibji I of inatruotion with collateral or allied subjects. 
One oonsequen of this i lition is thai students takinj up s 
" v course of itudj lil lot un nay, public ftnanoe, have littlo 
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notion of why they should study it and of its relation to the other 
courses that they have taken or are taking. Therefore, they too 
often lose interest in the subject, or what is worse, lose faith in 
their instructors. 

The criticism that we are not producing even in vocational 
and professional lines men who have a grasp of their fields as a 
whole appears to have also some foundation. There i not tinou 
to discuss this criticism, but it may be the foundation of the call 
now faintly heard, but likely to become louder, for the r itera
tion of curricula in engineering and other fields "considered a a 
whole." 

Another unfortunate, but academic, result of the subdivision 
of the fields of the humanities and intense specialization in them, 
is that specialization sometimes has reached too far into the lower 
classes and, therefore, has not been based upon a general know
ledge of the field. I submit with due reserve that crime, charitv, 
and abnormal psychology, for example, are not proper subjects 
for study in sophomore year. Still another evil result has been 
the isolation of the departments. The stalls of different depart
ments have had little in common, and therefore ] ive 1 n of little 
assistance to one another in the way of inspiration and help in 
the conduct of their work. 


